THURSDAY SESSION ONE 8:30 – 10:00 AM

Community Supported Agriculture: Opportunities for Universities to Engage in Increasing Access to Fresh Food (1)

 Organizer: Alison Harmon (Montana State University)

1.  CSAs on College Campuses: A Venue for Local Agriculture Christopher Wharton (Arizona State University)
2.  Towne’s Harvest Garden and CSA: Campus and Community Impact Alison Harmon (Montana State University)
3.  Buying Into Community Supported Agriculture: Strategies for Overcoming Income Barriers Cristin Forbes (Montana State University)

Food and Moral Panic (54)

 Moderator:

1.  Toxic Moral Panics: The Place of Race, Technology, and the Body in “Aspartame Illness” Carolyn de la Pena (Univ. of California, Davis)
2.  Appetite for Controversy: Market-based Resistance to Chicago’s Foie Gras Ban Michaela DeSoucey (Northwestern University)
3.  How Safe is Safe Enough?: Cloned Food and Moral Panics Jacques Rousseau (University of Cape Town)

Blending Locality, Multifunctionality, and Domestic Fair Trade: New Food Enterprise Models

 Organizer/Moderator: Steve Stevenson (University of Wisconsin, Madison)

2.  Three Legged Food Business Models: Local Food, Fair Prices, and Meaningful Jobs for People with Disabilities Andrea Craig, (Christy & Craig Associates)
3.  Food ( & Spirits) as Tools for Sustainable Economic Development on a Great Lakes Island Leah Caplan, (Chef-Proprieter of the Washington Island Hotel, Restaurant, and Culinary School)

Good to Eat, Good to Think: Food, Tradition, & Identity (26)

 Moderator:

1.  From Sustenance to Symbol: A Multi-generational Study of Traditionality in the Icelandic Diet Ashlan Falletta-Cowden and Sveinn Sigurdsson (Lawrence University)
2.  Changing Traditions: Are we Losing Cultural Connections With Food? Marcelo Traldi Fonseca and Paulo Ferretti (Sao Paolo Brazil)
3.  Regaining the Strengths of Traditional Foods: Hopi Women’s Experiences Cornelia Butler Flora (Iowa State University)
Outside U.S. Customs: Food, Identity, & Immigration (39)

1. Mapping the Food Paths of India: Views of Learning and Change from the Kitchens of Gujarat  Krina Patel (Harvard Graduate School of Education)
2. Home Cooking as Domestic Performance (Portuguese and Brazilian Women)  Lori Barcliff Baptista (Northwestern University)
3. Exile and Belonging in Scottish Nutrition  Alesia Maltz, (Antioch University New England)

ROUNDTABLE: Nutrition pedagogy: An Integrative Approach (41)
Organizer and Moderator: Julia Lapp (Ithaca College)
Participants: Maria Oria (The National Academies), Ardyth Gillespie, Jennifer Wilkins (Cornell University), Dorothy Blair (Penn State University), Toby Martinez, Danny Gerber (UNI, Univ. of Pennsylvania), and Annie Hauck-Lawson (Brooklyn College)

Culinary Tourism as Political Action: Situating American Food Regions in a Global Perspective (64)
Organizer: Lucy Long (Bowling Green University)
Moderator: Amy Trubek (University of Vermont)

1. Pork and Place: Culinary Tourism in Iowa  Riki Saltzman (Iowa Arts Council)
2. Situating American Food Regions in a Global Perspective  Lucy Long (Bowling Green University)
3. America’s Food Nations and Product Distinctiveness in the Global Economy  Makale Faber Cullen (Slow Food USA)

Moderator:

1. Food to the Rescue! – The Restorative Role of Food Organizations in Post-Katrina New Orleans  Meryl S. Rosofsky (NYU)
2. From “Meals Rarely Eaten” to “MRE Antoinette”: Military/Emergency Rations as Problematic Foodways  Netta Davis (Boston University)

BREAK 10:00 – 10:30 AM
THURSDAY SESSION TWO 10:30AM – 12:00 PM

Does School Food Make the Grade? (6)
Moderator: Sara Ducey
1. School Food at the Crossroads Jan Poppendieck (Hunter College)
2. Community level factors associated with food sales, availability, and food policy implementation in BC public schools Kathryn Proudfoot, (Dalhousie University)
3. Chewing the fat: A laboratory analysis of the fat content of food served in four NJ Public Schools Charles Feldman, Edgar Alonso Briceno-Pinot, Shahla Wunderlich, Jeff Toney (Montclair State University)

Narrating the Big Easy (75)
1. The Green Fairy Revivals in New Orleans: An anthropological study of Absinthe in the USA Arnaud Van De Casteele (Laboratoire Ville/Société/Territoire)
2. Jambalaya By Any Other Name Andrew Sigal (Independent Scholar)

ROUNDTABLE: Farm to School: Cultural Revitalization, Community Resistance, and Economic Justice Through Food Education and Local Procurement (35)
Organizers: Amy R. Winston (Lincoln County Economic Development Office) and Heidi Mouillesseaux-Kunzman (Cornell University)

The Missouri School of Agrifood Studies: I (19)
Organizer: Douglas Constance (Sam Houston State University)
1. Sociology of Agriculture and Food: Beginning and Maturity – The contribution of the Missouri School Alessandro Bonanno (Sam Houston State University)
3. Corporate Agrifood Strategies Across Commodities: Accumulation, Legitimation, Social Movements, and the State Douglas Constance (Sam Houston State University)
4. Escaping the Bondage of the Dominant Agrifood System: Community Based Strategies Supporting Alternative Production and Marketing Anna Kleiner (Southeastern Louisiana University) and John Green (Delta State University)
National Food Discourses at the Crossroads

**Moderator:**
1. *Fa(s)t Food Eaters, Slow Food Values, and the Politics of Eating Right* Charlotte Biltekoff (Univ. of California, Davis)
2. *Gastronomic Discourse in Contemporary France* Christy Shields (The American University of Paris)
3. *Food and Nation: South Africa à la Barthes* Signe Hansen (University of Cape Town)

The Steaks are High: New Moral Discourses in the Food System (37)
**Moderator:** Wm. Alex McIntosh
2. *Perspectives on Food Affordability Within Sustainable Food Systems* Hugh Joseph (Tufts University)

Riding the Globesity Train: Food Policy, Nutrition, and Traditional Food Systems (36)
2. *Fast Food Consumption, ‘Globesity,’ and Nutritional Perceptions in the Contemporary Philippines* Ty Matejowski (University of Central Florida)
3. *Nutritional Reductionism and Its Pitfalls: A Case in Indonesia* Aya Hirata Kimura (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

Great Balls of Fire!: Masculinity and Food (52)
**Moderator:** Alice Julier
1. *Men, Meat, and Fire: The Backyard Cookout as Masculine Cooking Space* Potter Palmer (Boston University)
2. *Cooking, Masculinity, and the Guardian of Culture: The Case of Palestinian Cooks in Israeli Society* Liora Gvion (Kibbutzim College of Education)
3. “*Eating Like a Man*: Buford, Bourdain, Pollan, Schlosser and the Continual Return of the Repressed White Man” Arthur Lizie (Bridgewater State)
THURSDAY SESSION THREE 2:00 PM – 3:30 PM

ROUNDTABLE: Speed Dating Food Pedagogy: A Whirlwind of Promising Practices (2)
Organizer: Jonathan Deutsch (Kingsborough Community College)

The Missouri School of Agrifood Studies: II (20)
Organizer: Douglas Constance (Sam Houston State University)
1. Visualizing Food System Consolidation Phil Howard (Michigan State Univ.)
2. No More Gloom and Doom!: Community Responses to the Global Food System Mary Hendrickson (Univ. of Missouri-Columbia)
3. Where’s the Hope and Opportunity? William Heffernan (Univ. of Missouri-Columbia)

Discourse and Policy: Crossing Boundaries, Creating Rules (27)
1. Dangers from the Outside: Japanese Public Discourses on Chinese Food Contamination Nancy Rosenberger (Oregon State University)
3. New Rural Livelihoods or Museums of Production?: Quality Food Initiatives in Practice (France and Poland) Sarah Bowen and Kathryn DeMaster (University of Wisconsin, Madison)

Beef: It’s What’s on the Panel (11)
Moderator: Wm. Alex McIntosh
1. Reconsidering Beef in Tucuman, Argentina Ariela Zycherman (Columbia U)
2. To the Slaughter: Revitalizing the Decentralized Meat Processing Sector in Iowa Arion Thiboumery (Iowa State Univ.)
3. The Role of Formality in Foot and Mouth Diseases Control Jenny Davis, Amy Delgado, Alex McIntosh, Wesley Dean, and H. Morgan Scott (Texas A&M)
4. Loss Leader Food Culture: The Psychosociology of Mad Cow Disease Lynn Marie Houston (California State Chico)
Worms, Warming, and Work: New Sites for Food System Education (88)

**Moderator: Sara Ducey**

1. *Food Behavior and Climate Change: What Education is needed?* Dorothy Blair (Penn State University)
2. *Exploring the Potential of Farm to School: Farmers’ Perspectives* Betty Izumi (Michigan State Univ.)
3. *Why Worms Should Eat Your Dining Hall Garbage* Brian Thomas, Edward Meisel III, Dulcey Simpkins, David Swenson, Lindsay Carpenter, Matt Wilton, Vincent Ongri, and Chris Schilling (Saginaw Valley State University)

Culinary Heritage as Tourist Attraction (13)

**Moderator: Rebecca Ingram (Duke Univ)**

1. *Not Just Lunch: The Mitsitam Native Foods Café at the National Museum of the American Indian* Cory Bernat (University of Maryland)
3. *"A Place Apart": The Reawakening of Irish Food Culture in West Cork* Rita Colavincenzo (Memorial University of Newfoundland)

Fair Trade II: Extending the Model (71)

**Organizer:** Daniel Jaffee, (Washington State University)

1. *Strategies for Agri-Food Enterprises-of-the-Middle: Values-Based Supply Chains as Expressions of Domestic Fair Trade* Steve Stevenson (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
2. *Fair Trade in the Agro-Food Sector: The Beginning of a Consumption-Based Social Movement?* Michael A. Long, Department of Sociology (Colorado State University)

Black, Gay, or Thin?: Food, Representation, and Gender

**Moderator:**

1. *Black Men in Black Tie: Race, Gender, Dinner Parties, and Film* Alice Julier (University of Pittsburgh)
2. *From Beard to Bears: Masculinity, Domesticity, and Gay Male Culture* Hannah Hoffman (NYU)
3. *Whatever Happened to Embonpointment?: A Century of Dieting Advice in Good Housekeeping* Elise S. Lake (University of Mississippi)

**BREAK 3:30 – 4:00 PM**
THURSDAY SESSION FOUR  4:00 – 5:30 PM

ROUNDTABLE
Bringing Students, Farmers and Food Service to the Table: Integrated Findings from Farm-to-Institution Research (63)
Organizer: Gail Feenstra (University of California, Davis)
Participants: Gail Feenstra and Jeri Ohmart (UC Davis), Patricia Allen and Jan Perez (Center for Agroecology and Sustainable Food Systems), Shermain Hardesty (UC Small Farm Center)

Farmers, Farmers, Big & Small (44)
1. Perspectives on Agricultural Labor: Considering Small and Mid-Sized Farms
   Audrey Schwartzberg (Penn State University)
2. Growing New Farmers or Producing New Producers?: The Politics of Identity Construction Within the Growing New Farmers Consortium
   Kim L. Niewolny (Cornell University)
3. It Takes a Village to Raise a Crop: Communal Success for Farmers of Color
   Chandra Hinton (University of Wisconsin, Madison)

Fair Trade I: Addressing the Challenges and Limitations (72)
Organizer: Daniel Jaffee
1. Fair for All? The Gendered Dimensions of Fair and Ethical Trade
   Rebecca Meuninck, (Michigan State University)
2. Potential, Pitfalls and Paradox: Sustainable Coffee in the Americas
   Christopher M. Bacon (University of California, Santa Cruz)
3. Inside or Outside? Responses to Corporate Cooptation of Agrifood Alternatives
   Daniel Jaffee, (Washington State University) Phil Howard, (Michigan State University)

Old, young, and fit: food, agriculture, and nutrition in the life course (77)
   Sveinn Sigurdsson and Ashlan Falletta-Cowden (Lawrence University)
2. Planting Roots: Urban Agriculture for Senior Immigrants
   Mary Beckie, Eva Bogdan, Fay Fletcher, Kyle Whitfield (University of Alberta)
3. Scuba Diver Nutrition Education
   Sara B Ducey (Montgomery College)

Considering Bellies: Empty, Artistic, or Theoretical (23)
1. Fasting in American Evangelical Churches
   Jennifer Feng (Independent scholar)
2. Philosophizing Flavor
   Ame Gilbert (NYU)
3. "Just Imagine What a Fabulous Treat You Would Make": Food and Intercorporeal Relations in the Work of Gordon Matta-Clark  
   Alexandra Alisauskas  
   (University of Rochester)

The Ethics of Controversial Agricultural Practices (22)
   Organizer: Harvey James (University of Missouri)
   1. The Problematic of Public Interest Pest Management  
      Keith Douglass Warner  
      (Santa Clara University)
   2. Ethical Frameworks and Farmer Participation in Controversial Farming Practices  
      Sarika Cardoso and Harvey James (University of Missouri)
      Lisa H. Weasel (Portland State University)

Fuel for the Body, Food for the Car (48)
   1. Harnessing Agriculture for Fuel Production: Some Ethical Issues  
      Paul Thompson (Michigan State University)
   2. (Bio)fueling farm policy: The ethanol boom and the 2008 Farm Bill  
      Nadine Lehrer (University of Minnesota)
   3. The Impact of an Ethanol Plant on an Iowa Rural Community: An Exploratory Study Using the Community Capital Framework  
      Matthew Hoffman, Cornelia Flora (Iowa State University)

Time, Space, Labor (42)
   1. Toto, We're Not at the Madison Farmer's Market Anymore: Convergences of EU Style Organics and Nationalism in Poland’s Post-Accession Agriculture Landscape  
      Kathryn Teigen De Master  
      (University of Wisconsin, Madison)
   2. Capital Mobility and the Reorganization of Time and Space: A Case of Agriculture and Food from Brazil  
      Alessandro Bonanno  
      (Sam Houston State University)
   3. Dinner Time: The Link Between Cooking, Health, and Time  
      Alyssa Nathanson  
      (University of Vermont)

ASFS Board Meeting
4:00 – 5:30 PM
Open to all meeting participants.
EVENING: RECEPTION AND KEYNOTE (JESSICA HARRIS) AT SOUTHERN FOOD AND BEVERAGE MUSEUM

FRIDAY SESSION ONE 8:30 AM – 10:00 AM


Organizer: Amy Bentley, Department of Nutrition, Food Studies and Public Health, (New York University)

Participants: Amy Bentley, (NYU) Fabio Parasecoli, (NYU/Gambero Rosso) Krishnendu Ray, (NYU) Carolyn de la Pena (UC Davis)

Author: Warren Belasco (Univ. Maryland, Baltimore County)

The Practice of Pedagogy in Place: Food & Students Out of the Classroom (83)

Moderator: Netta Davis

1. Connecting Student’s Food Choices to World Issues Diane Veale-Jones (College of St Benedict)
2. Experiential Learning and the Pedagogy of Food: Teaching Food Culture in Spain Dawn Johnston, Gwendolyn Blue, Lisa Stowe (University of Calgary)
3. Focus on local food systems: Pedagogy of service learning, research and community collaboration in a human nutrition degree program Laurie Wadworth, C.P. Johnson, M. Gaudet (St. Francis Xavier University) C. Cameron, (VOICES Antigonish)

Gender Makes the Food Go “Round (14)

1. Urban-based Women and Men Ground Help Food Sovereignty: Economic Security and Cultural Integrity in Mexican-US Migration Anne C. Bellows (Hohenheim University), Teresa Vivar
3. From Grandma’s Kitchen to the Corner Store: Participatory Mapping and Neighborhood Food Choices of Urban Puerto Rican and Rural African American Girls Ronni Westbrook (Meredith College), Carol M. Devine (Cornell), Elvira Mebane (United Voices of Efland Cheeks)

Race, Identity, and Cultural Hegemony 1 (61)

1. Race, Spectatorship, and Food Advertising Kyla Tompkins (Pomona College)
2. Consuming the Hybrid Anime Dana Fennell (University of Southern Mississippi) and Ana SQ Liberato (University of Kentucky)
3. *The Business of Ethnography: Oscar Howe's Early Mosaics for the Corn Palace*
   Travis Nygard (Gustavus Adolphus College)

**ROUNDTABLE:** The Power of Community Food Stories: Listening to the Silenced Voices in a Time of Vacant Grocery Stores, Shuttered Downtowns, and Empty Tables (18)
*Organizer:* Psyche Williams-Forson (University of Maryland)
*Participants:* Psyche Williams-Forson (University of Maryland), Elizabeth Engelhardt (University of Texas, Austin), Sara Roahen (Independent Scholar)

**Going Global?: Nationalism, Modernity, and Eating Local (4)**
1. *Decentralizing National Administrative Systems: Redefining Local Food Culture (Indonesia)* Wini Utari (University of Kentucky)
2. *Shokuiku Food Education Campaign and Its Implication on Food Activism in Japan* Aiko Kojima (University of Chicago)
3. *Food, Identity, and the Globalization/Localization Connection* Tabitha Y. Steager (University of British Columbia Okanagan)

**Slouching Toward Sustainability: Food, Justice, and Equity**
1. *Exploring Food Availability in Antigonish, Nova Scotia through Community-University Partnerships* Christine Johnson, L.A. Wadsworth, C. Cameron (St. Francis Xavier University); O. Costa (Ohio State University), and A. MacGregor (Moncton Hospital New Brunswick)
2. *Gardening for Justice* Paige Haringa (Boston University)
3. *Perspectives on Food Affordability Within Sustainable Food Systems* Hugh Joseph (Tufts University)

**Situated Understandings of Food Security (38)**
*Moderator:* Fa-Tai Shieh (NYU)
1. *Food Decision-Making and Family Resilience* Ardyth Gillespie, Laura Smith, and Veronica Kalunda Mahiga (Cornell University)
2. *Understanding Food Knowledge and Domestic Skills: Three Generations in the Family Kitchen* JoAnn Jaffe (University of Regina) and Michael Gertler (University of Saskatchewan)

**BREAK 10:00 – 10:30 AM**
FRIDAY SESSION TWO  10:30 AM – 12:00 PM

Nationalism, Cuisine, and Culinary Culture (43)
Moderator: Liora Gvion
1. Matsutake: Local Mythology, National Cuisine, and Global Networks  Jonathan Lord (Oregon State University)
2. Nouvelle Cuisine: A Recipe for Frenchness in Postcolonial France  Heather Mallory (Duke University)
3. Making Culinary Worlds: The Production of Expertise in American Restaurants  Jolie Nahigian (University of Chicago)

ROUNDTABLE: Bridging Two Cultures: How Can the Humanities Influence Food Policy?  (8)
Organizer: Warren Belasco (UMBC)
Participants: Charlotte Biltekoff, Carolyn de la Pena (UC Davis), Psyche Williams-Forson (Univ. of Maryland), Amy Bentley (NYU), Doris Witt (Univ. of Iowa), Julia Ehrhardt (Univ. of Oklahoma)

The Unusual Appetites of Julia, MFK, and Alice B. (51)
1. Jell-O and Phlegm: M.F.K. Fisher’s Domestic and Culinary Abjection  Michelle Parke (Michigan State University)
2. "Genetic Engineering is the Most Awesome Thing to Happen in YEARS!": Julia Child and the Food Crusades  Laura Shapiro (Independent Scholar)
3. A Queer Appetite: The Alice B. Toklas Cookbook  Alice McLean (Sweet Briar College)

Food Feelings, Personal Agency and Public Structures (28)
Organizer: Richard A. O’Connor (Sewanee University of the South)
1. Eating Orders and Disorder: On Virtuous Eating as a Moral Imperative  Richard A. O’Connor (Sewanee University of the South)
2. Drink Your Milk: The Globalization of an Authoritative Food Voice  Andrea Wiley (Indiana University)
3. Doing Lunch in Salaya  Penny Van Esterik (York University)

Alternative Agriculture and Agroforestry (53)
1. Homegarden Agroforestry in Rural Areas of Bangladesh: Economics, Management, and Role in Household Food Security  Mahbubul Alam (Kochi University Japan)
2. **On Introducing ‘Miracle Tree’ Leaves into the Traditional Kenyan Diet** Nathan Werbeckes, Gavin Weir, Stephanie Bianco, and Devin West (Engineers Without Borders, University of Wisconsin Madison)

3. **Alternative Poultry Production and Poultry Waste Management, Viet Village Urban Farm, New Orleans East** Lauren Butz & Erika Edgley (Univ of Montana)

**Glamour and Grime: Food Workers in the Modern Age** (17)

*Organizers:* Jonathan Deutsch and Babette Audent (KCC)

1. **Reformulating Trans-Fats: Technologies, Tactics, & Taste** David Schleifer (NYU)
2. **Women Catering In New York City at the End of the Twentieth Century** Carol Durst-Wertheim (Writing Institute, Sarah Lawrence College)
3. **Food workers and Food Work: Intersections of Labor and Knowledge Production** Jonathan Deutsch and Babette Audant (Kingsborough Community)

**ROUNDTABLE: After the Storm: Community Partners Discuss Food System Analysis of Southern Louisiana** (24)

*Organizer:* David Coffman (Second Harvest Food Bank of Greater New Orleans and Acadiana)

*Participants:* Bernice Adeleye (University of Louisiana, Lafayette)
    Simone Camel (Nicholls State University)
    Anna Kleiner (Southeastern Louisiana University)
    Molly McGraw (Southeastern Louisiana University)
    Bonnie Lewis (Southeastern Social Science Research Center)

**Resilience in Action: Local Food Systems to the Rescue!** (90)

1. **Victory Gardens and the War against Terror: Regional and Local Food System Planning for National Food Emergencies in the U.S.** A. Bryan Endres (University of Illinois)
2. **Back to the Farm: How and Why a Restaurant in Portland Maine and a School District in Riverside California (Re)connected to Local Foods and Farms** Nancy Ross (Unity College)
3. **Can We Eat Our Way to Community and Economic Development?: The Potential of CSA in Comparison to other food Re-Localization Strategies** Gil Gillespie and Heidi Mouillesseaux-Kunzman (Cornell University)

**LUNCH BREAK – 12:00 – 2:00PM**

**SEE WEBSITE AGENDA FOR EVENTS**

**FRIDAY SESSION THREE 2:30 – 4:00 PM**

Food Assistance By Any Other Name... (58)
1. **Examining Food Security Programs and Policy in Canada and Australia**  
   Kathryn Proudfoot (Dalhousie University) and Aleck Ostry (University of Victoria)

2. **Is Urban Agriculture Associated With Greater Household Food Security and Nutritional Status of Preschool Aged Children Living in a Poor Peri-Urban District of Lima, Peru**  
   Andrea Maldonado, (McGill University)

3. **Discursive Barriers to Food Assistance**  
   Sarah Cunningham (Oregon State University)

**Garbage Pail Kids? Empirical Research on Children and Food (10)**  
*Moderator: Fa-Tai Shieh (NYU)*

1. **Added Sugar in Disguise: A Critical Nutritional Tradeoff for US Adolescents**  
   Mark R. Jenike, Tiffany Orcholski, Annicka Campbell (Lawrence University), Scott Blumenthal (Univ. Illinois, Champaign Urbana), Katharine Enoch (Columbia Univ).

2. **Adolescent Health Outcomes and Food Choice**  
   Zoe Feldman, (Columbia University)

3. **Parenting and Time Children Spend in Eating and Non-Sedentary Activities**  
   Wm Alex McIntosh, Mi Jeong Kim, Glen Tolle, Jie-sheng Jan, Wesley Dean, Jenna Anding, Karen Kubena, Rodolfo M Nayaga (Texas A&M)

**Holon There... Theorizing the Global and the Local (57)**

1. **Food on Trial: Which Rights Prevail?**  
   Elizabeth M. Williams (Southern Food and Beverage Museum)

2. **Holonic Thinking As Language for Resilience and Innovation in Agriculture**  
   William Bland and Michael Bell (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

3. **State of the Art Food System Sustainability Metrics**  
   Molly Anderson (Food Systems Integrity)

**ROUNDTABLE**

**The Experimental Cuisine Collective: Developing Interdisciplinary Research at the Juncture of Science, Food, and Culture (67)**  
*Organizer: Anne McBride (NYU)*  
*Participants: Amy Bentley (NYU), Anne E. McBride (NYU)*

**Corn, Colonialism, and Chinatown: Cuisine and History (25)**  
*Moderator: Beth Forrest (BU)*

1. **Corn Mothers and Spanish Fathers: Culinary Mixing in the Spanish Borderlands**  
   Jeffrey Pilcher (University of Minnesota)

2. **Surviving Colonialism and Nationalism: Gastropolitics in Puerto Rico**  
   Zilkia Janer (Hofstra University)

3. **Gates, Gables, and Egg Foo Young: The Rebirth of San Francisco Chinatown Post-1906**  
   Thy Tran (Asian Culinary Forum)
To Market, To Market (55)
1. *Growing Consensus for a New Farmer’s Market in Tuscaloosa, Alabama*  
   Kathryn Oths and Katy Groves (University of Alabama)
2. *From the Parking Lot into the Neighborhood: Charting the Civic Course of an Urban Farmers Market*  
   Laura DeLind (Michigan State University)
3. *Collaborative Small-Scale Agricultural Marketing: Three Organizational Models at work in the Southeastern United States*  
   Mecca J. Lowe, Joseph Molnar, Joseph Kloeppe, Jan Garrett (Auburn University)

Hot Topics and Hard Science: Food in the Curriculum (29)
1. *Food for Thought: Public Understandings of Science in Food*  
   Lin Yin Ling (Institute for Science and Society Nottingham)
2. *Food in the Classroom: Or, Why is Food the Quintessential Liberal Arts Topic?*  
   Lisa Heldke (Gustavus Adolphus College)
3. *Culinary Nutrition Education: The Fusion of Nutrition and Culinary Arts*  
   Vivian Liberman (Boston University; Le Cordon Bleu College of Culinary Arts, Miami)

ROUNDTABLE: The International Assessment of Agricultural Science and Technology for Development: A Retrospective (12)  
Organizer: JoAnn Jaffe (University of Regina)  
Participants: Molly Anderson (Food Systems Integrity), Shelley Feldman (Cornell University), Harriet Friedmann (University of Toronto), Mary Hendrickson (University of Missouri)

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESSES (time and location TBA)

SATURDAY SESSION ONE  8:30 AM – 10:00 AM

Food as Landscape: New Methods, New Sites of Entry/Entree (33)  
Moderator: Daniel Block?
1. *Landscape and/as Food System – A Design Approach*  
   Matthew Potteiger (SUNY Syracuse)
2. *Virtual Feasts: How Food Blogs Changed the Way I Cook*  
   Sylvie Durmelat (Georgetown University)
3. *Grocery Shopping as Work: The Social Organization of Food (Institutional Ethnography)* Shelly Koch (University of Kansas)

Cupcakes, Crabcakes, and Vegetarian Bacon (32)
*Moderator: Catherine Womack (Bridgewater State)*
1. *I Cannot Have It But I Want It: Food Analogues Mitigating Dietary Change* Kristina Nies (Boston University)
3. *Mayoral Food Wagers: Creating Community with Crabcakes and Chili Dogs* Janice W. Huang (NYU)

Narrative and Memory in Food Landscapes (34)
*Moderator:*
1. *A Place Called Chocola: The Ethics of Growing Cacao and Reporting on it in a Guatemalan Village* Emily Stone (University of Pittsburgh)
2. *“A Touch of Spice”: Eating, Exile, and Identity (Greece/Turkey)* Ilona Baughman (Boston University)
3. *Power and Food in the Home Space: The Reconfigured Border in Ana Castillo’s So Far from God* Rosalinda Salazar (University of California, Davis)

ROUNDTABLE: Gastropolis: Food and New York City (30)
*Organizer: Annie Hauck-Lawson (Brooklyn College of the City University of NY)*
*Moderators: Jonathan Deutsch (Kingsborough Community College) & Annie Hauck-Lawson (Brooklyn College of the City University of NY)*
*Participants: Jennifer Berg (NYU), Jonathan Deutsch, JC Dwyer (South Texas Food Bank), Annie Hauck-Lawson, Damian Mosley, Joy Santlofer (NYU), Fabio Parasecoli (Gambero Rosso), Jan Poppendieck (Hunter College), Jessica Harris*

Food in the Global Market (56)
1. *Sustaining Poppy Cultivation and Related Gastronomic Culture in Turkey under the Pressure of Global Powers* Aylin Oney Tan (Cumhuriyet Turkish Daily and Antalya City Museum)
2. *Technological Revolutions and Socio-Ecological Crises: The Case of Genetically Modified Cotton in Warangal, India* Ashok Kumbamu (University of Alberta)
3. *Food as an Entry Point: Women’s Empowerment Through and Beyond Food* Aya Hirata Kimura (University of Hawaii)

Certifiable Organic! (59)
1. *Social Sustainability Assessment of Certified Organic Agriculture: The Case of Washington State* Jessica Goldberger (Washington State University)
2. *Innovation and Change in Wisconsin Dairy: Adoption Decisions of Organic Dairy Farm Systems and Bounded Rationality Theory*  
Caroline Brock  
(University of Wisconsin Madison)

Robin Krieder (Gavilan College)

ROUNDTABLE: The History and Future of Terroir (80)  
Organizer/Moderator: Amy Trubek (Univ. of Vermont)  
Participants: Kolleen Guy (Univ. of Texas, San Antonio), Sarah Bowen (Univ. Wisconsin Madison), and Riki Saltzman (Iowa Arts Council)

Roundtable: Developing a Research Agenda for Local/Regional Food Systems: Lessons from NE-1012, Local Food Systems in a Globalizing Environment Project (81)  
Organizer: Gail Feenstra (University of California, Davis)  
Participants: Steve Stevenson (University of Wisconsin), Laura DeLind (Michigan State University), and Kate Clancy (Food systems consultant), Marcy Ostrom (Washington State University)

BREAK 10:00 – 10:30 AM

SATURDAY SESSION TWO  10:30 AM – 12:00 PM

All Hail Linnaeus: Biodiversity and Foodstuffs (60)  
Moderator: Keith Warner

1. *Recovering Biodiversity Amidst Monocultures: Preserving Criollo Varieties in Michoacan*  
Amber McNair (University of Toronto)

2. *Biodiversity, Health, and Gourmet Flavors: Marketing Millets to the Urban Indian Consumer*  
Elizabeth Finnis (University of Guelph)

Ruth Mendum (Penn State University)

ROUNDTABLE: Food Studies at the Crossroads: Developing Faculty and Pedagogy for a New Field (91)
Organizer: Helene Sinnreich
Participants: Amy Bentley (NYU), Helene Sinnreich, Martha Palante (Youngstown State Univ), and Rachel E. Black (Universita di Scienze Gastronomiche)

Race, Identity, and Cultural Hegemony 2 (62)
Moderator: Liora Gvion
1. Worthy of Respect: Black Waiters in Boston before the Civil War Kelly Erby (Emory University)
2. Fried Chicken and Collard Greens: The Institutional Uses of Culinary Identity Mark McWilliams (United States Naval Academy)
4. Voices from the Ruins; Makeshift Dining for Chinatown Survivors Luisa Nims (Independent Scholar)

"The Way We Eat": Food and Social Movements (47)
1. Class and Knowledge: The Evolution of Alternative Food Movements in the Canadian Media Cristian Rangel and Steven Dukeshire (Nova Scotia Agricultural College)
2. Pork Chop Politics: Constructing Rural Economies and Imagining Alternatives Sara Safransky (Univ. of North Carolina)
3. The New Food Consciousness Movement and the Re-Sacrilization of Food Julia Lapp (Ithaca College) and Lynn Eldershaw (University of Maine Presque Isle)

Queer Eye for the Food Scholar (50)
Moderator:
1. "Men Get Lean and Mean, Women De-Clutter": Sexuality and Compulsory Able-Bodiedness in Popular Obesity and Fitness Discourse Abby Wilkerson (George Washington University)
2. Miss-ing Race: or, How the Harina P.A.N. Mammy Became a Beauty Queen Marcia Ochoa (University of California Santa Cruz)
3. 'We're here, we're queer...but not yet in food studies": Thoughts on Incorporating Queer Theory into Food Scholarship Julia Ehrhardt (University of Oklahoma)

Authority, Authenticity, and Publics: The Making of Ethnic and National Cuisines (74)
Organizer: Sierra Burnett (NYU)
Moderator: Krishnendu Ray
1. The Indian Restaurant in the American Imagination: Restaurant Criticism, Ethnicity, and Mobilization of Authority Krishnendu Ray (NYU)
2. Bodily Instruction: Guidebooks, Eating, and Memory in Harlem Damian Mosley The Early Days of New American Cuisine: Professional Claims of a National Cuisine Anne E. McBride (NYU)
3. **An Authentic Meal: The Allure of Authenticity in Culinary Tourism**
   Sierra Burnett (NYU)

**ROUNDTABLE: Helping beginners understand the food system (82)**
*Organizer:* Amy Guptill (SUNY Brockport)
*Participants:* Jessica Goldberger (Washington State Univ.) Alison Harmon (Montana State Univ) Amy Guptill (SUNY Brockport)

**Food Access, Place, and Community Identity (9)**
*Organizer:* Daniel Block (Chicago State University)

1. **Filling in the Gaps in Food Deserts: The Distribution of Independent and Small Chain Supermarkets in the Chicago Metropolitan Area**
   Daniel Block (Chicago State Univ) and Elizabeth McLennan (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

2. **Finding Healthy Food Across Chicago: Listening to Consumers and Small Store Owners**
   Noel Chavez, Nancy Bates,(Univ. of Illinois) and Daniel Block (Chicago State University)

   Melanie Bedore (Queens University)

---

**AFHVS Business Meeting: 12:00 – 1:30PM**

**LUNCH BREAK – 12:00 – 2:15**
SEE WEBSITE AGENDA FOR EVENTS

---

**SATURDAY SESSION THREE 2:30 – 4:00 PM**

**ROUNDTABLE: Play With Your Food: Experiential Learning of All Sorts (45)**
*Moderators:* Carolyn Herzog and Jeff Miller
*Participants:* Louise Hoffman (NYC College of Technology), Paul A. Morgan (West Chester University), Trudy Eden (University of Northern Iowa), Janet Chrzan (Univ. of Pennsylvania), Daniel Block (Chicago State University) and Michael R. McDonald (Florida Gulf Coast University), and Lisa Bergin (Hamline University)
The Grand Tour: Historical Aspects of Eating in Europe and America (3)
Moderator: Beth Forrest (BU)
1. *Something Out of Nothing: Identity and Cuisine in Early Nineteenth-Century Spain* Beth Forrest (Boston University)
3. *Food and Cultural Identity on Napoleon's Retreat from Moscow* Linda Civitello (UCLA/Art Institute of Los Angeles)
4. *Canonicity and Cuisine: Constructing a Culinary Canon in Spain after 1898* Rebecca Ingram (Duke University)

The Harvest of our Discontent: Consumers in the Food Landscape (46)
1. *Capitalism and Its Discontents: Investigating Foodways in Rural Oregon* Joan Gross (Oregon State University)
2. *Shopping for Meaning: Consumers and the Supermarket Superpowers* Rachel Schwartz (Cornell University)
3. *Shaping a Local Food Program Within a Land Grant University: Evaluating Campus Consumers at Montana State University* Mecca Lowe and Alison Harmon (Auburn University and Montana State University)
4. *Learning from Whole Foods and Wal-Mart: Make it sexy and savvy to “know your farmer”* S. Margot Finn (University of Michigan)

ROUNDTABLE: How To Attract Filthy Lucre for Food Scholarship, and Once You Get It, Do You Want It?"  
Moderator: Jonathan Deutsch (Kingsborough Community College)  
Participants: Ken Albala (Pacific) Wm Alex McIntosh (Texas A&M), Lucy Long (Bowling Green State Univ.)

Smart Women, Questionable Choices: Three Approaches to College Women and Food (15)
1. “Carried on her tray, Written on her body”: An Ethnographic Inquiry into the Eating Behaviors and Foodways of Women Students Diana Ducey Girard (Bryn Mawr College)
2. “Your Friends Don’t Make You Fat, But…”: An Exploratory Study of Social Networks and Eating Behavior Catherine A Womack, (Bridgewater State College), Norah Mulvaney-Day (Harvard Medical School)
3. The Death of Cooking: Food Preparation Among College Students Miriam Chaiken and Sarah Wennogle (Indiana University of Pennsylvania)

Fast Food Nation(s) (16)
1. The café as social institution essential to Parisian life and the success of the fast food style café in Paris  Naoko Tamura (University of Paris)
2. It’s Not About What You Eat, It’s All About Where: Fast Food Restaurant Aesthetics, Geography, Class, and Race  Maurice L. Tracy (St. Louis University)
3. Dollars to Donuts: Assessing Neighborhood-Level Sociodemographics, Food Availability, and the Determinants of Obesity in New York City  Jennifer Black (NYU) and James Macinko (University of Pennsylvania)

Preserving Modernity: Food and Tourism (66)
1. Pampered Tourists and Tasty Meats: Ironies of Resilience in Tuscan Ecotourism  Catherine M Roach and Theodore Trost, (University of Alabama)
2. Eco-Agritourism as a means to preserve culture and the environment  Nikki Rose, (Crete’s Culinary Sanctuaries) (Arthur Lizie presents)
3. Artisanal food production as a contribution to endogenous regional development in Tasmania  Frank Vaclay (University of Tasmania)

New Orleans Local Activists Panel (86)
(TBD)
Organizer: David Beriss

SATURDAY 4:00 – 5:30 PM
Joint Business Meeting ASFS/AFHVS
Location TBA